Effects of electrode configuration on psychophysical strength-duration functions for single biphasic electrical stimuli in cats.
The interface between electrode and neural target tissue is thought to influence certain characteristics of neural and behavioral responses to electrical stimulation of the auditory system. At present, the biophysical properties of this interface are not well understood. Here the effects of biphasic phase duration and electrode configuration on psychophysical threshold in response to electrical stimulation in cats are described. Five cats were trained to respond to acoustic stimuli using food as a reward in an operant reinforcement paradigm. After training, the animals were unilaterally deafened and implanted with a multicontact intracochlear electrode array. Thresholds for single presentations of biphasic current pulses were measured as a function of phase duration and electrode arrangement. Statistical analyses of the data indicated that strength-duration function slopes between 200 and 1600 microseconds/phase were significantly different for the different electrode configurations and, overall, were unrelated to the absolute level of the strength-duration function (i.e., were independent of absolute threshold). For all subjects, the slope of this function for intermediate pulse durations was dependent on electrode configuration and most shallow for radial-bipolar configurations (-3.4 dB/doubling), was steepest for monopolar arrangements (-5.9 dB/doubling), and was intermediate for longitudinal-bipolar pairings. (-4.4 dB/doubling). Slopes for both shorter and longer phase duration stimuli were not significantly different. The underlying mechanisms for these effects may include, or be a combination of altered electrical field patterns, integrated activity across multiple fibers, and stochastic behavior of individual auditory neurons to electrical stimulation.